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1. Brief introduction 

 

1.1 Introduction 

The GPRS Temperature Logger inbuilt industrial quad band GPRS Engine inside, it provides 

4 temperature input that each temperature sensor supports ultra-high—high—low—ultra-low 

4 level monitoring, and 1 digital relay output. It can be used for field temperature monitoring 

in the worldwide. And the internal memory can save the historical for half a year for review. It 

provides daily report, schedule upload, event upload by the GPRS to monitoring center or by 

SMS to the user mobile phone directly. 

Just dial from Authorized User number or send SMS to the GPRS Temperature Logger, the 

relay output will be switched on or off. There are no call costs, the GPRS Temperature 

Logger rejects the call from authorized number then carries out the turn ON/OFF action. 

In one word, the GPRS Temperature Logger is the best choice for lots of temperature 

monitoring applications. 

 

 

1.2Technique Parameters 

 

 

Items Descriptions 

DC Power Supply 9~24VDC  2A 

Power Consumption 12V input  Max. 50mA/Average 50mA 

Frequency range Quad band, 850/900/1800/1900Mhz 

SIM Card Supporting 3V SIM Card 

GSM Antenna 50 Ω SMA Antenna interface 

Internal Memory up to one year at record once per 5 minutes. 

Relay Output 1, Dry Contact, NC or NO, 10A/240VAC 

Temperature Input 4,12bits, measure range :–55°C to +125°C (–67°F to +257°F), 0.5°C 

accuracy from –10°C to +85°C,(two DS18B20 with 1 meter in the 

stardard package) 
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Backup Battery 900mAH, last 18hours 

Working Temperature -20-+60 °C 

Working Humidity Relati, , v, e humidity 90% (condensation free) 

Exterior dimension 150mm*71mm*30.30mm 

Net Weight 600 g 

 

 

 

 

 

Packing list 

 

                                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AC/DC Adapter          Antenna            USB cable                       CD  

S260x                                      DS18B20 (2 pcs) 
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1.3 Order instruction 

Module Comparison Instruction Table 

1. All of these models are compatible with the Monitoring Center---KingCenter CMS-02 via GPRS, and supports KingCenter 

CMS-01 via SMS. 

2. GPS is optional for all of these models. The model number will plus G as identification, e.g.: S260G, S260WG; 

3. All of the S26x series can be programming by SMS or USB Port via PC Configurations. 

Model GPRS/3G GPS Input 
Relay 

Output 

Indoor/O

utdoor 
Applications 

S260 

SMS /GPRS 

Optional 

4 Temp 

Probe 

1 

Indoor 

Temperature Monitoring, Temperature Logging, 

Remote Control. E.g.: warehouse, green room, 

refrigerators, freezers, cold room, medicine drug 

room, museum, refrigeration van / truck etc. 
S261 1 Outdoor 

S262 

4 

Analog 

1 

Indoor 

Remote Monitoring, Data acquisition, data logger, 

Remote Control, supports 0~20mA,4~20mA, 0~5V 

transducers. Temperature, Humidity, Voltage, 

Current, pressure, Level, speed, weight, carbon 

monoxide, carbon dioxide, gas transducers, etc. 
S263 1 

Outdoor 

S260W 

3G WCDMA 

4 Temp 

Probe 

1 Indoor 
Same as S260&S261 

S261W 1 Outdoor 

S262W 4 

Analog 

1 Indoor 
Same as S262&S263 

S263W 1 Outdoor 

S260E 

3G EVDO 

4 Temp 

Probe 

1 Indoor 
Same as S260&S261 

S261E 1 Outdoor 

S262E 4 

Analog 

1 Indoor Same as S262&S263 
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2 Physical Layout and Installation Diagram 

 

2.1Interface Instruction 

Led 
indicator 

GPRS GPRS Module indicator, registering will quickly flick, registered successful will slowly flick. 

Relay Output relay indicator, when any output relay closed, it will be on; when relay opened, it 
will be off. 

Alarm Alarm Indicator, on is alarming, off is normally; 

Power External DC Power status LED indicator.  

interface USB Connect to the computer, for setup the unit parameters. 

Antenna Connect the GSM ANT, if the GSM signal is not strong; please change the 3dB GSM ANT. 

ON/OFF Switch on/off the S260x. 

Power input  External Power Connector, Connect to 2A@12V DC power through AC/DC Adaptor 

Output  5V DC power supply to the analogue inputs. 

Temperature 
model 

VCC 3.3V Direct Current Output Positive, for 3.3V Temperature Sensor. 

Temp Temperature Sensor input, DS18B20 sensor only. 

GND Temperature Sensor input GND 

Analogue 
model 

AIN1 Analog input 1 ,connect to the positive output of analog sensors 

AGND Ground point of Analogue ,connect to the negative output of analog sensors 

Relay Output NO NO and NC relay output is alternative .Normal Open Alarm-Link Output Relay. Built in 
240VAC@3A rated relay output, connect to the device positive electrode. Alarm-Link 
Output Relay. 

COM Alarm-Link Output Relay. Built in 240VAC@3A rated relay output, connect to the device 
negative electrode. Alarm-Link Output Relay 

NC NO and NC relay output is alternative .Normal Close Alarm-Link Output Relay. Built in 
240VAC@3A rated relay output, connect to the device positive electrode. Alarm-Link 
Output Relay. 

Input 1 Input 2 Input 3 Input 4 
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2.2 The PC Configurator Interface 

2.2.1Install the Driver and PC Configurator 

 
Please following the below steps one by one to setup it, otherwise you cannot setup it successfully. 

Step1: Please Contact the unit to the PC, and then install the USB Driver to the computer from the CD 

firstly. When successful, it can be found out at the device manager of the XP or Windows 7, please see the 

below photo. And remember the COM port. Also, the driver can be downloaded from Silicon 

Laboratories,Inc., the model is CP210x. 

Catalogue 
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If the Com port is not Com1~Com5, then please right click the Device, then enter the Properties to 

change it, see below photos, after you changed it, and please restart the computer. 
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Step2: Please insert the SIM Card into the S26X carefully; 

Step3: Please running the PC Configurator, needn’t installed it; 

Step4: Please connect the S260X to the computer through USB cable 

Step5: Please setup the GSM SMS Controller parameters, the details please see below  

2.2.2System tool setting 

 

Open/Stop Open/Stop Com port communication. 

Login Fill in the Device Password (default is 1234) and login on the device setting. 

Reading Setting Read the system parameter setting. 

Save Setting Save the system parameter setting. Please note to save the setting for each edit. 

Load Profile Load the file of system parameter from the local PC to S26X. 
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Please following the below steps one by one to access the set mode, otherwise you cannot setup it 

successfully. 

Step1: Please select the ‘COM’ port. Refer to the 2.2.1 Install the Driver and PC Configurator 

Step2: Press the button of ’open’. 

Step3: Press the button of ’login’ to access the set Mode. 

  

Step4: Press the button of ‘Read setting’ 

 

2.2.3Basic Parameters 

 

Authorized 

Number 

 
Please add the country code, e.g.: +86 or 0086 in China. Such as +8618666203308. 

Code 1 

SMS&Call When alarm, the unit will call these numbers one by one after sent out SMS Alarm 

message. Please see below tips. 

SMS only When alarm, the unit will send SMS Alert Content to these numbers one by one firstly. 

Code 2 
Return Status 

System 

When the user makes a call to S260,the S260 will return the system status to the 

authorized numbers 

Save Profile to… Save the system files to the local PC 

Factory Mode Initializing the system files of S260 
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Switch Relay When the user makes a call to S260, the S260 will switch on the relay 

GPRS 

Connection 

When the user makes a call to S260, the S260 will automatically re-connect the 

GPRS transmission. 

Root Device When the user makes a call to S260, the s260 will be rebooting. 

2.2.4GPRS connection setting 

 

Target Server IP 
Both IP address and DNS is available for GPRS server such as 183.14.224.18 or 

www.chinatelecom.com 

Target 

Sub-server IP 

When the main GPRS server is off, the S26X will auto-update the GPRS data to the 

Sub-server IP. 

Ports Means the router get the data will forward to this port  

Protocol 

This is to setup which protocol would you like to use it for transmitting the data by GPRS. 

Please select TCP. if you want to use the PC Configuration for remotely setup the S26X, 

or test the GPRS communication, or remotely real-time monitoring the S26X. Must setup 

the GPRS Protocol as TCP.  

Access Point 

Name 
GPRS Access Point Name is provided by GSM Operator. Such as T-mobile  

Save Profile to… Save the system files to the local PC 

Factory Mode Initializing the system files of S260 

User Name Means the User name of GPRS service which is provided by GSM Operator 

Password Means the Password of GPRS service which is provided by GSM Operator 
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2.2.5System parameters 

 

Proof-time 

method 

Manual: Manually update the system time .Please refer to 2.2.7Other setting 

Auto: Automatically update the system time. 

Device 

SIM-card No The cell-phone number of S260 

Device 

Password The user can edit the password after login on the S260 and the default is 1234 

Device ID Modify the device ID for S260 and which will display on the SMS 

Log interval 

time 

Logging the data to the internal memory of S260 ,default is 5mins (0min, 5-255min 

is optional) 

GPS Enable Tick it to enable the GPS function on S260 

PIN verification Tick it to enable the verification of PIN 

PIN code The PIN code will auto-display on the window when you tick on the PIN verification, 

SMS report 

type 

Timer :Please refer to the ‘Report timer” the S260 will send SMS to the ‘SMS report 

No’ as a timer 

Schedule :Please refer to the ‘Schedule 1/2/3/4”,the S260 will send SMS to the 

‘SMS report No’ in a schedule  

GPRS Data 

upload 

Timer :Please refer to the ‘Data upload timer” the S260 will upload the GPRS data 

to the IP server 

Schedule: Please refer to the ‘Data up load Schedule”, the S260 will upload GPRS 
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data to IP server as a schedule. 

Receiving 

number when 

the GPRS 

connection 

failure 

Please add the country code, e.g.: +86 or 0086 in China. Such as 

+8618666203308. 

Relay working 

time when 

dial-in  
The relay will be working at a pre-set value when the user dial-in the S260 

2.2.6Alarm setting 

 

Sensor 1/2/3/4 
C/F and AIN is alternative. C/F is used for temperature measurement such as S260/S261. 

And AIN is used for analogue data acquisition such as S262/S263 

Threshold  

S260 support 4 status of alarm threshold as Ultra-low/Low/High/Ultra-high. E.g.: Ultra-low 

are -3.1, Low is 0.0, and High are 20.0 Ultra-high is 30.0(Note: Only one decimal is 

available). 

Relay working 

time 

when the Ultra-low/Ultra-high is triggered, the S260 will auto-linkage to the relay 

output at pre-set relay working time 

Step value  

Stands for the Step value. **=01~9999. =9999 stands for disabled this function. When 

the temperature range changed exceed this value, will send SMS to alter the user. 

Will not affect the relay outputs 

Alarming 

interval time  

Stands for the interval time to alert the user,***=000~9999, =9999 stands for disable 

this function, unit is minute. Will not affect the relay outputs 

Alarming verify 

time 

Stands for how many seconds after last alarm event then process new alarm event, 

***=0000~9999, =9999 stands for disable this function, unit is seconds, this parameter 

is in order to avoid repeat alarm too quickly. 

Analog sensor 
There will be three options: A) None. B) 0-20mA/0-5V.C)4-20mA.please refers to the 

analog inputs and selects the right one. 
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Measurement 

Range Please refer to the measurement of analog inputs. 

2.2.7Other setting 

 

3. Operating Instructions 
Notice:  

1. The default Password is 1234.  

2. After power on the unit, the buzzer will alert by 1 long Di sound to alert, 

3. All the settings are through both SMS commands and PC configurator, please edit the below SMS 

commands in your cell phone, then sends to the GSM unit. The unit cannot support PIN Code Protected 

Relay control test This part is used for ensure the relay works properly or not.  

Control type 
NO/NC and Pulse control is alternative. Please press the button ‘start/stop’ to on/off 

the relay testing  

Pulse control Please fill in the whole parameters before start/stop the testing. 

Time Setting  Read the device time or edit the real time for S26X 

Current Data Query  Press the button of ‘Query’ to check the current data of S26X. 

Historical Data 

Query 

Press the button of ‘Query’ to check the historical records and save as CSV files 

to the local PC. 

GPRS Data 

communication Debug the current GPRS data transmission on the configuration. 
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SIMCard.  

4. You can program the GSM unit with SMS commands using your phone. It is safe to do so because in 

addition to the fact that other people may not know the number of the SIM inserted in it, we also use a 

Password that makes it impossible for anybody, who doesn't know it, to access the system by chance.  

5. Remember that commands must be CAPITAL LETTERS. It is PWD not pwd, CAP not Cap etc.  

Don't add spaces or any other character.  

6. The pwd in the commands is means the password, when you use it, please in stand of it by the digital 

number; the capital letters PWD is the command letter, use PWD directly.  

7. in some GSM operators they use different SMS parameter; the units can’t return the SMS confirmation 

in some gsm operators, but it can performance the functions correctly. Also, you can try to add the country 

code before the number, see the below settings:  

 

For example: 

E.g.: the country code is 0086, or +86.  

The user cell phone number is 13600000000 and has been assigned as a SMS Alert number, the Sim-card number in the 

panel is 13512345678.  

When you setup the number as the authorized number, please setup as 008613600000000 or +86136000000000. Not 

13600000000. 

8. If the password is correct but the command is incorrect, the S260 will return:                     

SMS Format Error, Please check Caps Lock in Command! So please check the Command, or add 

the country code before the telephone number or check the input is in ENGLISH INPUT METHOD and 

CAPS LOCK. If password incorrect then it don`t have any response SMS.  

9. Once the GSM Unit received the SMS Command, will return SMS to confirmation, if no SMS return, 

please checks your command or resend again.  

3.1 Setup New Password 

 

pwd is the GSM Unit password, default is 1234. 

P is the identification character of this command. If successful, the unit will return:  

New password, this is the New Password, please remember it carefully. The password is 4digits. 

E.g.: The original password is 1234, you want change it to 6666, then you can send the command 

Below: 1234P6666 

 

3.2 Setup Authorized number 

The GSM Unit supports up to 6 authorized phone number, each number can be setup as different rights to 
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receive alarm message and access the GSM unit. 

 

 

E.g.: 12343A1#0#008613512345678#  

 

Serial Number = 1~6. 

A is the identification character of this command. 

Function 1 Code =1, 2, It is for alarm receiving attribute setting. 

=1 stands for when alarm occurrence, the GSM unit will dial as well as send SMS to this number (The 

SMS Number Format must be the same as the Dial Number Format include or not includes Country Code. 

Only dial-in one time to each number one by one, the phone call will off once the user take the dial-in and 

won`t dial-in to the follow user) 

=2 stand for when alarm occurrence, the GSM unit only send alarm SMS to this number, doesn’t dial. 

Function 2 Code =1, 2, 3, 4. It is for accessing GSM unit attribute setting. 

For example: 

=1 stands for when this number dial to the GSM unit, will be rejected after the first ring, meanwhile, the 

GSM unit will report the GSM Unit’s status.(The return SMS is the same as command pwd+EE) 

=2 stands for when this number dial in the GSM unit, will be rejected by the first ring, and the Relay output 

X will close and last the programmable time, till timeout or dial in again; the relays will open and return 

SMS to confirmation. (The programmable time please see 3.5 about Output relay SMS command) 

=3 stands for when this number dial in the GSM unit, will be rejected by the first ring, and the unit will 

connect to the GPRS server 

=4 stands for when this number dial in the GSM unit, will be rejected by the first ring, and the unit will be 

auto-reboot. 

Telephone Number: authorized number, max. 18 characters, 

E.g.: if you want to setup 13512345678 as the third authorized number, and the password is 1234, country 

Code is 0086, when alarm occurrence this number can receive both SMS and incoming from the GSM 

Unit, 

When dial to the GSM Unit from this number, can change the GSM Unit to Disarmed or Armed mode. 

Then 

You can send 12343A1#0#008613512345678# to the GSM Unit. Will return: 

 

※Inquiry the Authorized number 

Pwd + serial number +A+function1 code+# function2 code+# +telephone number+# 
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After received this command, the GSM Unit will return the SMS as abovementioned. 

E.g.: If you want to know the authorized number list, and the password is 1234, then you can send 1234A# 

to check it. 

 

※Remove the Authorized Number 

 
E.g.1234#1A# 

Please overwrite it with another new number or removed it by this SMS Command. 

3.3 Setup Temperature Sensor input Attributes  

(Only S260X/S261X is available) 

The GSM Unit inbuilt a temperature sensor already, 12bits, measures temperatures from –55°C to 

+125°C(–67°F to +257°F), 0.5°C accuracy from –10°C to +85°C, but the temperature accuracy will be 

effected by the GSM Unit, if the user want to extend it to other place or want to get accurate temperature, 

the user can plus an additional DS18B20 Sensor to the temperature inputs. The GSM Unit reserved 3.3V 

power for this DS18B20 Temperature to save the wiring cost. Once contact the external temperature 

sensor, the inbuilt temperature sensor will automatically invalid. 

The user can setup threshold temperature for ultra-high, high, low, and ultra-low temperature value, and 

also can setup temperature changed range, interval time and when the temperature alarm, what actions 

does the relay outputs should carry out, etc.Please see below to setup the temperature attributes: 

 

If the temperature unit is Celsius, the command is: 

 

E.g. 1234C1#X0060#STP60#LL-15#L-9.8#H020#HH040#SP360#ENS360# 

 

If the temperature unit is Fahrenheit, the command is: 

 

E.g. 1234F1#X0060#STP60#LL-15#L-9.8#H020#HH040#SP360#ENS360# 

 

C*=1, 2, 3, 4: stands for temperature input 1/2/3/4 

X****: the Relay Output X Close time=0000~9999, unit is Second, Stands for while ultra-high 

Temperature or ultra-low temperature active, how many seconds does the Relay Output X should 

close and last. When =0000 then stands for the relay will always close, must open it by SMS Commands. 

When =9999, then stands for this relay will not carry out any action. The default is 9999 for relay output X 

STP**: STP is the identification character of this command. Stands for the Step value. **=01~9999. =9999 

pwdF*#X****#STP**#LL***#L***#H***#HH***#SP***#ENS***# 

 

pwdC*#X****#STP**# LL***#L***#H***#HH***#SP***#ENS***# 
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stands for disabled this function. When the temperature range changed exceed this value, will send SMS 

to alter the user. It will not affect the relay outputs.  

LL***: LL is the identification character of this command. Stands for the ultra-low temperature value, 

***=-999~9999, = 9999 stands for disable this function, unit is C or F. when the temperature lower than this 

value, will send SMS to the users and also affect the relay outputs. The SMS Content is: 

 w Temp Alarm!          

L***: L is the identification character of this command. Stands for the low temperature value, 

***=-999~9999, =9999 stands for disable this function, unit is C or F. when the temperature lower than this 

value, will send SMS to the users, but will not affect the relay outputs. The SMS Content is: 

 

H***: H is the identification character of this command. Stands for the high temperature value, 

***=-999~9999, =9999 stands for disable this function, can be setup as decimal, unit is C or F. when the 

temperature higher than this value, will send SMS to the users, but will not affect the relay outputs. The 

SMS Content is: 

 

HH***: HH is the identification character of this command. Stands for the ultra-high temperature value, 

***=-999~9999, =9999 stands for disable this function, can be setup as decimal, unit is C or F. when the 

temperature higher than this value, will send SMS to the users and also affect the relay outputs. The SMS 

Content is: 

 

SP***: SP is the identification character of this command. Stands for how many seconds after last alarm 

event then process new alarm event, ***=0000~9999, =9999 stands for disable this function, unit is 

seconds, this parameter is in order to avoid repeat alarm too quickly. 

ENS***: ENS is the identification character of this command. Stands for the ensure time of temperature 

exceed the pre-set value, means when temperature exceed the value and last for how many seconds then 

TIN(1-4)Ultra-High Value Alarm! 

Current is xxx; 

Relay X is ON/OFF; 

AC Power is ON/OFF. 

TIN(1-4) High Value Alarm! 

Current is xxx; 

Relay X is ON/OFF; 

AC Power is ON/OFF. 

TIN(1-4) low Value Alarm! 

Current is xxx; 

Relay X is ON/OFF; 

AC Power is ON/OFF. 

TIN(1-4)Ultra-Low Value Alarm! 

Current is xxx; 

Relay X is ON/OFF; 

AC Power is ON/OFF. 
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consider is an alarm event. ***=000~999, default is 10 seconds, unit is seconds, this parameter is in order 

to avoid false alarm. 

 

Tips: The temperature value can accept minus symbol and decimal , like -20 degree then please input 

-20,for temperature value >0, then no need input +, e.g. 20 degree then please input 20, not +20. Also can 

setup as decimal, e.g.: 19.50 

 

※Inquiry Temperature Sensor Input Attributes 

The user can send SMS Command to inquiry the settings, the command is: 

 

After the GSM Unit Received this command, will return all temperature inputs parameters: 

C1X****#STP**#TM***#LL***#L***#H***#HH***#SP***#ENS***# 

C2X****#STP**#TM***#LL***#L***#H***#HH***#SP***#ENS***# 

C3X****#STP**#TM***#LL***#L***#H***#HH***#SP***#ENS***# 

C4X****#STP**#TM***#LL***#L***#H***#HH***#SP***#ENS***# 

3.4 Setup Analog Sensor input attributes 

 (Only S262X/S263X is available) 

The GSM Unit accepts one direct current 0~5V or 0~20mA or4-20mA analog input, the user can setup 

interval time to alarm, interval value to alarm, ultra-high, high, low, ultra-low alarm, ensure time, when 

alarm occurrence can active one or both of the relay outputs and send programmable SMS and dial to 

authorized phone numbers. 

Please see below to setup the temperature attributes:  

The SMS command is: 

 
E.g.1234B1#X0060#STP60# LL-15#L-9.8#H020#HH040CH06000#CL0000#1#SP360#ENS36# 

 

B*=1, 2, 3, 4: stands for analog input 1/2/3/4 

X****: the Relay Output X Close time=0000~9999, unit is Second, Stands for while ultra-high 

Temperature or ultra-low temperature active, how many seconds does the Relay Output X should 

close and last. When =0000 then stands for the relay will always close, must open it by SMS Commands. 

When =9999, then stands for this relay will not carry out any action. The default is 9999 for relay output X 

STP**: STP is the identification character of this command. Stands for the Step value. **=01~9999. =9999 

Stands for disabled this function. When the temperature range changed exceed this value, will send SMS 

to alter the user. Will not affect the relay outputs.  

LL***: LL is the identification character of this command. Stands for the ultra-low value, ***=-999~9999, 

=9999 stands for disable this function. It can be setup as decimal. when the engineering value lower than 

this value, will send SMS to the users and also affect the relay outputs. The SMS Content is: 

Pwd B*#X****#STP**#LL***#L***#H***#HH***CH*****#CL*****#A#SP***#ENS***# 
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 w Temp Alab         r!  

L***: L is the identification character of this command. Stands for the low value, ***=-999~9999, =9999 stands for 

disable this function. It can be setup as decimal. When the engineering value lowers than this value, will send SMS 

to the users, but will not affect the relay outputs. The SMS Content is: 

 

H***: H is the identification character of this command. Stands for the high value, ***=-999~9999, =9999 stands 

for disable this function. It can be setup as decimal. when the engineering value higher than this value, will send 

SMS to the users, but will not affect the relay outputs. The SMS Content is:  

 

HH***: HH is the identification character of this command. Stands for the ultra-high value, ***=-999~9999, =9999 

stands for disable this function. It can be setup as decimal. When the engineering value higher than this value, will 

send SMS to the users and also affect the relay outputs. The SMS Content is:: 

 

CH*****: CH is the identification character of this command. Stands for the measurement maximum value 

of analogue inputs, *****=00000~99999, =9999 stands for disable this function. The value can accept 

minus symbol and decimal such as -354.0 or 788.8. 

CL*****: CL is the identification character of this command. Stands for the measurement minimum value of 

analogue inputs, *****=00000~99999, =9999 stands for disable this function. The value can accept minus 

symbol and decimal such as -354.0 or 788.8. 

A: =0,1,2.Stands for the type of analog input:0 means NONE ;1 stands 0-5V/0-20mA;2 stands 4-20mA. 

SP***: SP is the identification character of this command. Stands for how many seconds after last alarm 

event then process new alarm event, ***=0000~9999, =9999 stands for disable this function, unit is 

seconds, this parameter is in order to avoid repeat alarm too quickly. 

ENS***: ENS is the identification character of this command. Stands for the ensure time of temperature 

exceed the pre-set value, means when temperature exceed the value and last for how many seconds then 

AIN(1-4)Ultra-High Value Alarm! 

Current is xxx; 

Relay X is ON/OFF; 

AC Power is ON/OFF. 

AIN(1-4) High Value Alarm! 

Current is xxx; 

Relay X is ON/OFF; 

AC Power is ON/OFF. 

AIN(1-4) low Value Alarm! 

Current is xxx; 

Relay X is ON/OFF; 

AC Power is ON/OFF. 

AIN(1-4)Ultra-Low Value Alarm! 

Current is xxx; 

Relay X is ON/OFF; 

AC Power is ON/OFF. 
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consider is an alarm event. ***=000~999, default is 10 seconds, unit is seconds, this parameter is in order 

to avoid false alarm. 

 

Tips: The analogue value can accept minus symbol and decimal , like -20 V then please input -20,for 

analog value >0, then no need input +, e.g. 20 V then please input 20, not +20. Also can setup as decimal, 

e.g.: 19.50 

 

※Inquiry Temperature Sensor Input Attributes 

The user can send SMS Command to inquiry the settings, the command is: 

 

After the GSM Unit Received this command, will return all temperature inputs parameters: 

B1X****#STP**#TM***#LL***#L***#H***#HH***#CH*****#CL*****#1#SP***#ENS***# 

B2X****#STP**#TM***#LL***#L***#H***#HH***#CH*****#CL*****#2#SP***#ENS***# 

B3X****#STP**#TM***#LL***#L***#H***#HH***#CH*****#CL*****#0#SP***#ENS***# 

B4X****#STP**#TM***#LL***#L***#H***#HH***#CH*****#CL*****#0#SP***#ENS***# 

3.5 Setup Relay Output Attributes 

The GSM Unit inbuilt two Dry Contact digital output relays, the rated is 10A/240VAC, it can be used for 

connecting the switch of the air conditioner or machines, the outputs can setup as always ON, Timeout 

OFF, Pulse output, by SMS, authorized phone number dial in, and alarm events. 

The SMS Commands for setting and operating them are below 

※Switch ON the Relay X:                 Switch OFF the Relay X:  

                          

Will return: Relay X is ON.          Will return: Relay X is OFF. 

 

※Setup Timeout for authorized number dialing in 

When dial in to Switch on the relay, the relay close time can be setup, and the relay will automatically 

Switch off till re-call in or timeout. The command is: 

 

**** =0000~9999, unit is Second, Stands how many seconds does the Relay Output X should close and 

last. When =0000 then stands for the relay will always close, must open it by SMS Commands. When 

=9999, then stands for this relay will not carry out any action. The default is 9999. 

Will return: Relay X is ON to the call in number. When call in again or timeout, the relay will automatically 

open, and send SMS alert to the user: Relay X is OFF. 

 

※Pulse Output SMS Commands: 

The user can send SMS to switch on/off the relays once or more times to make it output pulse type. The 
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Command is below: 

 

E.g.: 1234XP005L010T003 

 

P***: P is the identification character of this command. ***=000~999, unit is second, stands for how long 

the relay X will keep for close then open. 

L***: L is the identification character of this command. ***=000~999, unit is second, stands for interval 

open time. 

T**: T is the identification character of this command, **=00~99, stands for the relay should close how 

many times. 

After the GSM Unit received this command, will return: Executed  to confirmation. 

3.6 Inquiry the GSM Unit current status  

The user can inquiry the GSM Unit current status by SMS command or authorized number dial in. The 

SMS Command is: 

 

Will return:  

 

3.7 Setup Automatically report attributes 

The user can setup interval time to SMS report the GSM Unit current status to the specified number. There 

are two ways to setup automatically report attributes. One is Timer setting and other one is Schedule 

setting and two ways are alternative. The default setting of automatically report is No SMS report sending 

to users 

If you want to close the automatically report, the command is 

 

 

HD#0## 

 

TIN1/AIN1: xxx;  

TIN2/AIN2: xxx;  

TIN3/AIN3: xxx;  

TIN4/AIN4: xxx;  

Relay X: ON/OFF;  

GSM Signal is xx;  

AC Power is ON/OFF. 
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※Setup Timer for Automatically report 

The SMS command is: 

 

E.g. 1234HD#001#+8618666200000# 

HD***: HD is the identification character of this command. ***=000~999, unit is hour; stands for the interval 

time for S260x send the SMS report to users. 

 

※Setup Schedule for Automatically report  

The SMS command is: 

 

E.g. 1234HM#A0000#B0830#C1800#D2100#+8618666200000# 

HM: HD is the identification character of this command. It stands for the schedule for automatically report. 

Ahhss: A is the identification character of this command. Stands for the first schedule in everyday for 

S260x send the SMS report to user, hhss=0000~2359.hh stands for the hours; ss stands for the minuets. 

Bhhss: B is the identification character of this command. Stands for the second schedule in everyday for 

S260x send the SMS report to user, hhss=0000~2359.hh stands for the hours; ss stands for the minuets. 

Chhss: C is the identification character of this command. Stands for the third schedule in everyday for 

S260x send the SMS report to user, hhss=0000~2359.hh stands for the hours; ss stands for the minuets. 

Dhhss: D is the identification character of this command. Stands for the four schedule in everyday for 

S260x send the SMS report to user, hhss=0000~2359.hh stands for the hours; ss stands for the minuets. 

 

Tips: The schedules is multi-optional, but please make sure the schedule start at the first schedule and is 

continuous .such as 

1234HM#A0000# +8618666200000# 

Or 1234HM#A0000#B0830#+8618666200000# 

Or 1234HM#A0000#B0830#C1800#+8618666200000# 

3.8 Setup the monitoring center parameters by SMS 

The SMS Commands are different for GPRS Protocol please sees the following chapters. 

  

E.g. 1234IP184.14.164.12; 06002# 

IPxxx.xxx.xxx.xxx: IP is the identification character of this command. Stands for the IP/DNS address of 

master GPRS server. xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx = 0.0.0.0~255.255.255.255.  

ppppp :Stands for the virtual port of master GPRS server,ppppp=00000~65535 

if successful, the unit will return: IP SET OK. , otherwise, the unit won`t return the SMS 

pwdIPxxx.xxx.xxx.xxx;ppppp# 

 

pwdHM#Ahhss#Bhhss#Chhss#Dhhss#ReportNumber

# 

# 

 

 

pwdHD#***#ReportNumb# 
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3.9 Inquiry the IMEI Code and firmware version  

The user can inquiry the IMEI Code and the firmware version by SMS command, the SMS Command is:  

 
E.g.: 1234E# 

3.10 External AC Power/Battery Status Monitoring  

The GSM Unit will automatically monitoring the external AC power, while AC power goes off, will send         

AC Power Goes OFF to the authorized number immediately, and while the external AC power goes on, 

will send  AC Power Goes ON to the authorized number immediately. 

The GSM Unit will automatically monitoring the battery power, while DC voltage of battery is lower than 

3.6V ,will send Backup Battery low voltage to the first authorized number immediately (one time),and when 

the external AC power is on, won`t send again.  

4. Installation 
Before installing the control unit and sensors, please help to test the system firstly, including sensor, power 

supply, gsm signal, etc. 

4.1 Insert SIM card into Control Unit 

Open the surface of control unit and install the GSM SIM card.  

 

 

pwd+E+# 

 

Using the screw driver get out of the screw and insert the 

SIM-card  
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4.2 Connecting the Temperature Sensors 

S260/S262x Support 4 temp input which is special for Temperature sensor DS18B20. 。 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

4.3 Connecting the Analog transducers 

S262/S263X Support 4 analog input under the analog mode and support all models of 

4-20mA/0-20mA/0-5V transducers such as :Temperature/AC(DC) current(voltage)/Water 

level/pressure/velocity etc. For the wire diagram please refer to the below picture: 

 

 

 

Reset Button, Hold on pressing it then power on the panel, after heard Di sound and the alarm 

indicator and relay indicator flash twice then lose it (totally in 5 seconds).The device password will 

be changed to default as 1234.Finally,please reboot the device to run the device. 
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5. Important information 
1) Please read the User Manual carefully before you install the Control Unit and set the Control Unit. 

2) Install the system in a hidden place. 

3) Avoid getting water into the Control Unit. 

4) Have a secure connection to the main power supply. 

6. Maintenance 
1) In case of failure, please contact the distributor or manufacturer. 

2) If the remote control works, but the Control Unit fails to send SMS texts, switch the power of Control 

Unit off and switch it on after one minute. Test this system after another minute, or check the settings 

are correct and the GSM Signals are strong enough. 

3) If the Control Unit can run and sensors work, but cannot send SMS texts, please change SIM Card to 

check it. 

4) If the problem cannot be solved, please contact the distributor or manufacturer. 

 

7. Warranty 
1) This system is warranted to be free of defects in material and workmanship for one year from the date 

Water level transducers WLI100 
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of purchase. 

2) This warranty does not extend to any defect, malfunction or failure caused by abuse or misuse by the 

Operating Instructions. In no event shall the manufacturer be liable for any alarm system altered by 

purchasers. 

The End! 

 


